CORE VALUES MISSION

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
In today's ever-changing economy, flexibility and capability to adapt quickly is paramount. If your business demands change, we are able to quickly adjust to meet your needs. The business need for each of our clients' differ. While time and money are both vital, Polaris Aviation Solutions can provide options for optimal aircraft usage adding premium value to your bottom line. For example; Time vs. Money - we can provide cost estimates reflective of time and cost allowing the client to choose. Operational 'Off-Set' - we can charter your aircraft when not in use to greatly reduce your operational cost. We can also assist with acquisitions and sales of aircraft.

Polaris is a leader in world-class service because we understand the importance of offering our clients personalized options and maintaining flexibility in the daily challenges of today's businesses.

INTEGRITY
Professional integrity is the cornerstone of our operational philosophy. We take full responsibility to create aviation solutions that are best suited for each company, with honesty, integrity, and safety top of mind. We leave no question as to our ability or capability in accomplishing our commitment.

TRANSPARENCY
Since each program is uniquely tailored to meet our client's specific needs, Polaris Aviation Solutions recognizes that total transparency is essential with each relationship. We maintain a forthcoming and trustworthy flow of information to ensure your total satisfaction. We appreciate the value of your dollar and that is why our administrative staff provides you with detailed monthly reports, including full disclosure of all expenses, flat monthly management fees that confirm no up-charge or hidden fees and a summary of your actual savings from our partnership and unique resources.